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MeV dark matter (DM) particles annihilating or decaying to electron-positron pairs cannot, in
principle, be observed via local cosmic-ray (CR) measurements because of the shielding solar mag-
netic field. In this Letter, we take advantage of the fact that the Voyager I spacecraft, which does
measure CRs, has crossed the heliopause in 2012 and can actually, since then, detect interstellar
CRs. This opens up a new avenue to probe DM in the sub-GeV energy/mass range that we first
exploit here. From a complete description of the transport of electrons and positrons at low energy,
we derive predictions for both the secondary astrophysical background and the pair production
mechanisms relevant to DM annihilation or decay down to the MeV mass range. Interestingly, we
show that reacceleration may push positrons up to energies larger than the DM particle mass. We
combine the constraints from the Voyager and AMS-02 data to get novel limits covering a very
extended DM particle mass range, from MeV to TeV. In the MeV mass range, our limits reach an-
nihilation cross sections of order 〈σv〉 ∼ 10−28cm3/s. Though extracted from a completely different
and new probe, these bounds have a strength similar to those obtained with the cosmic microwave
background (CMB) — they are even more stringent for p-wave annihilation.

PACS numbers: 12.60.-i,95.35.+d,96.50.S-,98.35.Gi,98.70.Sa

Thermally produced sub-GeV dark matter (DM) par-
ticles have triggered interest since the non-baryonic par-
ticle DM proposal itself, including the weakly interacting
massive particle (WIMP) paradigm (e.g. [1]). Allowed
scenarios involve DM particle masses mχ larger than a
few keV (warm DM – WDM), usually bounded by struc-
ture formation [2–5]. In the MeV mass range, thermal
DM candidates are already cold enough not to differ from
cold DM (CDM) structure formation on scales of dwarf
galaxies. However, if they have remained coupled to radi-
ation or neutrinos sufficiently long, an oscillatory damp-
ing pattern in the structure power spectrum could be
observed on small scales that differs from the standard
free-streaming cut-off of WDM [6], and alleviate the too-
big-to-fail problem affecting the CDM paradigm on small
scales [7]. Besides, self-interacting DM scenarios could be
achieved from thermal freeze out of particles in the MeV
mass range [8], as well as strongly interacting DM [9],
which may also cure small scale issues in structure for-
mation. Overall, many efforts are now devoted to probe
this mass range through direct and indirect searches (see
e.g. [10]).

Astrophysical observations already constrain MeV DM
candidates. For instance, gamma-ray observations gener-
ically constrain MeV candidates depending on assump-
tions on the shape of the inner Galactic halo profile
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[11, 12]. Heating of the plasma at the CMB decoupling
time is also constrained by current observations and actu-
ally allows to get stringent bounds on MeV annihilating
or decaying DM [13–15], down to an s-wave annihilation
cross section of 〈σv〉 . 10−29 cm3/s for the former case
(assuming annihilation into electron-positron [e±] pairs).

Less prone to uncertainties in the halo shape [16],
cosmic-ray (CR) e±s could provide independent probes
of annihilation or decay of MeV DM. Nevertheless, in-
terstellar sub-GeV e±s are shielded by the solar mag-
netic field (the so-called solar modulation effect) [17, 18]
such that they cannot reach detectors orbiting the Earth.
In this Letter, we bypass this limitation by exploiting,
for the first time in this context, the e± data of the
Voyager 1 spacecraft [19, 20]. Indeed, Voyager 1 has
crossed the heliopause during the summer 2012, and,
since then, has traveled through interstellar space. Since
it is equipped with particle detectors, with one dedi-
cated to e± measurements (no discrimination between
electrons and positrons), this opens up a new avenue for
DM searches in the sub-GeV mass range. Here, we will
use the e± Voyager 1 data from end 2012, extracted af-
ter calibration of response functions from simulations of
the detector (most conservative dataset) and released in
Ref. [20] – i.e. 4 data points in the ∼10-50 MeV energy
range with excellent statistics. This dataset will be com-
plemented at higher energy by the AMS-02 positron data
[21] imported from the database proposed in [22].

The transport of CR e±s in the Milky Way (MW) can
be addressed by a general diffusion equation [23–29] that
includes spatial diffusion, convection, reacceleration, and
energy losses. We use the semi-analytic method proposed
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in Ref. [30] to solve this equation. Solutions assume a
plain diffusion over a cylindrical magnetic halo of ra-
dius R and half-height L, with boundary conditions such
that the CR density vanishes at the halo borders. Some
processes are dominant in the tiny Galactic disk, others
extend to the whole magnetic halo. The first category
includes diffusive reacceleration (featured by a pseudo-
Alfvén velocity Va), and energy losses due to electromag-
netic interactions with the interstellar gas (bgas(E)). The
second one includes spatial diffusion (with a scalar co-
efficient K(R) = β K0(R/1 GV)δ, with R ≡ p/|q| the

rigidity), convection (with velocity ~Vc = sign(z)Vc ~ez of
constant modulus), and higher-energy losses from inverse
Compton and synchrotron emissions (b(E)). The techni-
cal difficulty in applying this method to e±s comes from
the fact that derivatives in momentum space are not con-
fined to the disk as is the case for nuclei, but high-energy
losses, which dominate above ∼ 10 GeV, are efficient all
over the magnetic halo. This was addressed in an approx-
imate way in Ref. [26], but recently solved in a systematic
and elegant way in Ref. [29]. We therefore refer the reader
to Ref. [29] for a thorough presentation of the propaga-
tion model we will further use in this Letter. Note that
complementary full numerical approaches exist [31–33],
which are qualitatively similar to ours.

For the propagation parameters, we consider large-L
propagation models because low-energy positron data
(0.1-2 GeV) severely constrain values of L . 8 kpc
[29, 34], as do the latest B/C data [35]. More precisely, we
use the Max model proposed in [30, 36] (model A hence-
forth – L = 15 kpc, K0 = 0.0765 kpc2/Myr, δ = 0.46,
Va = 117.6 km/s, Vc = 5 km/s), which lies at the bor-
der of the current positron bounds [29], together with
the B/C best-fit model of Ref. [35] (model B – L = 13.7
kpc, K0 = 0.0967 kpc2/Myr, δ = 0.407, Va = 31.9 km/s,
Vc = 0.2 km/s). These models mostly differ in their reac-
celeration parameter Va, which is large for model A (fit-
ted on old B/D data), and small for model B (most re-
cent B/C data) – we will see later why reacceleration is
an important parameter. A full exploration of the pa-
rameter space goes beyond the scope of this Letter, but
models A and B characterize the state-of-the-art descrip-
tion of Galactic CR propagation within a standard set of
assumptions (isotropic and scalar spatial diffusion).

We first compute the secondary e± fluxes, i.e. e±s
generated from inelastic interactions between CR nuclei
and the interstellar gas. Though conventional sources of
primary CRs (e.g. pulsar winds, supernova remnants)
contribute to the total e± fluxes [27, 28, 37, 38], we only
consider the secondary background because large theoret-
ical uncertainties affect this primary component [27, 28],
which puts our coming constraints on the conservative
side. Our predictions for the interstellar flux are shown
in Fig. 1 against the Voyager and AMS-02 data. For
the latter, we need to demodulate the data (assuming
the Voyager data to be modulation-free). We proceed
by using the force-field approximation [17, 39] with a
Fisk potential φ in the range [724 MV, 830 MV] for the
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FIG. 1: CR e± data from Voyager (red triangles) and
AMS-02 (plain circles), and e+ AMS-02 data (plain

squares). The latter are demodulated with a Fisk potential
of φ = 830 MV. The curves show the interstellar secondary

background predicted for propagation models A and B.

AMS-02 data taking period, indicated by Ref. [40]. From
Fig. 1, we see that the secondary e±s contribute signifi-
cantly to the data only in the AMS-02 energy range and
are negligible in the Voyager range. This has impor-
tant consequences: not only the Voyager data are free
of solar modulation, but they are also insensitive to the
presence of secondaries. Besides, we can already notice
from Fig. 1 the impact of reacceleration: the secondary
e± peak observed in E2Φe± is shifted to higher energy
in the strong-reacceleration case (model A), which will
make the AMS-02 data more constraining than in the
weak-reacceleration case (model B). Finally, it is worth
pointing out that the lowest AMS-02 energy point for the
e+ flux lies significantly lower than its neighbors, which
may lead to very strong bound on DM annihilation or
decay. To remain conservative and since this point looks
rather peculiar, we will remove it from our analysis.

We now compute the DM annihilation contributions
to these observables. We consider several channels and
assume that the branching ratio is unity: e±, µ±, τ±,
bb̄. We generate injection spectra with the Micromegas
code [41], which includes final-state radiation (FSR) pro-
cesses. For the DM halo profile, we assume two differ-
ent spherical cases: an Navarro-Frenk-White halo [42]
scaling like 1/r in the center (NFW halo henceforth),
and a cored halo profile with constant central DM den-
sity (cored halo). We use the corresponding constrained
halo parameters from Tab. 6 of Ref. [43], which are fitted
against kinematic data, such that our halos are dynam-
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FIG. 2: Predictions (e±) for 2 template cases: a 10 MeV
WIMP annihilating into e+e− (+ FSR), and a 10 GeV

WIMP annihilating into bb̄. The data are the same as in
Fig. 1, but the AMS-02 e+ data is multiplied by a factor of 2

to compare with the e± primaries. Propagation models A
and B, and the NFW and cored DM halo models were used.

ically self-consistent. In both halos, the DM density at
the solar position r� ' 8.2 kpc is ρ� ' 0.4 GeV/cm3.

Template predictions for the DM-induced e± fluxes are
shown in Fig. 2, considering DM particles of 10 MeV (10
GeV) annihilating into e+e−(γ) (bb̄, respectively). In
both cases, e+s and e−s share the same injection spec-
trum and experience the same propagation history, such
that e± predictions can be compared to the e+ data by
multiplying the latter by two. We reported our results
for propagation models A and B, and for the NFW and
cored halos. Regarding propagation, reacceleration ef-
fects dominate at low energy. As for secondaries, strong-
reacceleration model A leads to a much more pronounced
shift of the flux to higher energy. This is clear for
the e+e− channel when comparing predictions between
model A (strong reacceleration) and model B (weak reac-
celeration)1: in the latter case, the e± flux is suppressed
beyond the maximal injected energy set by mχ, while
in the former case, low-energy e±s are reaccelerated be-
yond mχ. This is a very important feature induced by
strong-reacceleration models that, to our knowledge, has
remained unnoticed so far: DM annihilation-induced e±s
could be observed at energies higher than mχ, which
makes the GeV data also relevant to constrain sub-GeV

1 The relevant (inverse) timescale to consider is given by V 2
a /K0 ∼

0.2Myr−1 for model A (0.01Myr−1 for model B).

DM candidates. Reacceleration somehow also rules the
impact of changing the DM halo shape. Indeed, in the
absence of reacceleration, e±s coming from regions close
to the GC have lost a significant part of their energy
and populate the very low-energy part of the spectrum.
Therefore, still focusing on the e+e− channel, even if an
NFW halo induces a prominently larger annihilation rate
toward the GC, the net increase in the E2Φe+ curve for
model B is lost at low energies. On the other hand,
efficient reacceleration (model A) makes these e+s con-
tinuously reheated as they cross the disk on their way
to us, compensating for energy losses, such that the dif-
ference between an NFW and a cored halo is now more
pronounced beyond mχ (though still quite moderate with
respect to corresponding changes in gamma-ray predic-
tions). This reasoning is no longer valid above a few GeV
where reacceleration becomes a subdominant process, as
is the case in the high-energy part of the bb̄ spectrum,
but allows to understand the main qualitative features
of our predictions. This non-trivial impact of reaccel-
eration highlights the nice complementarity of the low-
energy data from Voyager with the higher-energy data
from AMS-02, the former (latter) providing strong con-
straints on predictions based upon weak- (strong-) reac-
celeration models. A significant asymmetry in the con-
straining power of these two data sets, though, comes
from the fact that the irreducible secondary background
has a large contribution above 100 MeV only (∼ the
charged pion mass), i.e. in the AMS-02 range.

We now combine the Voyager and AMS-02 data dis-
cussed above to derive limits on 〈σv〉. We assume Majo-
rana DM particles – a factor of 2 must be applied to our
limits for Dirac fermions. We also assume that 〈σv〉 is
position independent (valid for an s-wave, approximate
for a p-wave). We derive limits by adding our flux pre-
dictions for the primary and secondary components, and
then demanding the total flux to lie below 2σ from each
data point. These limits are displayed in Fig. 3. In the
left panel, we specialize to the e+e− channel to illus-
trate differences due to propagation, solar modulation,
and the DM halo shape. As already emphasized above,
the main variation is driven by reacceleration: strong-
reacceleration models (∼model A) induce more stringent
limits, simply because sub-GeV e±s are then shifted up
to the GeV range, in which case AMS-02 constraints are
turned on – curves are thus rather smooth over the full
MeV-TeV energy range, with a transition below ∼ 10
MeV where Voyager takes over. Consequently, limits in-
ferred from strong-reacceleration models are more sen-
sitive to solar modulation, as illustrated by decreasing
φ = 830 MV to 724 MV for model A: this justifies our
choice of 830 MV, which is the most conservative one. In
contrast, weak-reacceleration models (∼ model B) make
it possible to “hide” a positron E2Φe+ peak in the blind
spot between the two datasets, such that the 0.1-1 GeV
mass range becomes unconstrained. Nevertheless, in this
case, Voyager provides severe constraints below ∼ 100
MeV, with the nice bonus of not suffering from solar
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FIG. 3: Limits on 〈σv〉 as a function of mχ. Left: limits assuming annihilation into e+e− for propagation models A and B,
and for the NFW and cored DM halos. A conservative solar modulation is set with φ = 830 MV. The result for φ = 724 MV

is shown for the A-NFW configuration. Right: limits for different annihilation final states, assuming configuration
B-NFW-830 MV.

modulation.

In the right panel of Fig. 3, we generalize our limits
for several annihilation channels conservatively assuming
propagation model B, φ = 830 MV for the solar mod-
ulation of the AMS-02 data, and the NFW halo (closer
to the best fit of [43] than the cored halo). These are
our main results, which demonstrate for the first time
that CR e±s constrain annihilating DM down to the MeV
mass range. We emphasize that for the e+e− channel our
bound reaches 〈σv〉 ∼ 10−28cm3/s in the 10-100 MeV
mass range. We also notice the blind spot just below 1
GeV, but we stress that more reacceleration would fill in
this spot again – future studies on propagation parame-
ters will be crucial to settle this. At higher energy, we ex-
clude thermal cross sections (∼ 3·10−26cm3/s) for masses
up to ∼ 50 GeV. This is less stringent than bounds ob-
tained in Ref. [44], but this comes from the fact that the
authors have assumed additional primaries from pulsars
which saturate the data and forbids DM-induced contri-
butions. Because of the large uncertainties affecting this
primary component [27, 28], we have instead decided to
discard it.

We now compare our results with those obtained from
CMB analyses. In Ref. [15], limits on s-wave annihi-
lations obtained for the e+e− channel go from 〈σv〉 .
3 · 10−30cm3/s at 1 MeV up to ∼ 3 · 10−29cm3/s at 100
MeV, i.e. one order of magnitude better than ours. How-
ever, for p-wave annihilations, CMB limits degrade up to
∼ 10−24cm3/s in the same mass range (derived assuming
a velocity dispersion σv = 100 km/s). We can roughly

convert our s-wave limits in terms of p-wave by assum-
ing an isothermal velocity distribution for DM such that
σMW
v = vc/

√
2, where vc ' 240km/s is the local rota-

tion velocity [45]. Therefore, our s-wave bounds 〈σv〉max

rescale to 〈σv〉max(σv/σ
MW
v )2 in terms of p-wave, giving

∼ 31̇0−29cm3/s for σv = 100 km/s, i.e. an improvement
by ∼ 5 orders of magnitude. Finally, our bounds are
slightly more stringent than those derived in gamma-ray
studies [12], and less sensitive to the DM halo shape.

To conclude, we have considered for the first time the
Voyager e± data to derive constraints on annihilating
MeV DM particles. Since Voyager has crossed the he-
liopause, solar modulation, which prevents MeV CRs to
reach space experiments orbiting the Earth, can be ne-
glected. We used state-of-the-art semi-analytic methods
to describe CR propagation, including all relevant pro-
cesses. We considered constrained sets of propagation pa-
rameters featuring strong (model A) and weak reaccelera-
tion (model B) to point out an interesting phenomenon:
reacceleration may push e± up to energies higher than
mχ in the sub-GeV mass range. Thus, GeV data become
constraining also for DM particles in the sub-GeV mass
range. We therefore combined the Voyager and AMS-02
datasets to derive constraints on DM annihilation, get-
ting limits down to 〈σv〉 ∼ 10−28cm3/s at 10 MeV, quite
competitive with respect to complementary gamma-ray
studies, and less dependent on the halo shape. Other
complementary CMB constraints are found more strin-
gent for s-wave annihilations but less stringent by about
five orders of magnitude for p-waves. Finally, note that a
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similar analysis could apply to heavier DM particles with
excited states separated by MeV gaps [46].
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